Literatures, Cultures, and the Environment focuses on new research in the Environmental Humanities, particularly work with a rhetorical or literary dimension. Books in this series explore how ideas of nature and environmental concerns are expressed in different cultural contexts and at different historical moments. They investigate how cultural assumptions and practices, as well as social structures and institutions, shape conceptions of nature, the natural, species boundaries, uses of plants, animals and natural resources, the human body in its environmental dimensions, environmental health and illness, and relations between nature and technology. In turn, the series makes visible how concepts of nature and forms of environmentalist thought and representation arise from the confl uence of a community's ecological and social conditions with its cultural assumptions, perceptions, and institutions.
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The shepherds almost wonder where they dwell & the old dog for his night journey stares The path leads somewhere but they cannot tell & neighbour meets with neighbour unawares The maiden passes close beside her cow & wonders on & think her far away… The maidens shout & wonder where they go So dull & dark are the november days The lazy mist high up the evening curled & now the morn quite hides in smokey haze The place we occupy seems all the world (page 67) On a literal level, sensory deprivation provokes both wandering and wondering here, captured in comic fi gures such a "maiden" who "passes close" by her cow in the gloom but does not see it, instead "wonder [ing] on" because she believes her charge is "far away." In "Keeping Nature at Introduction: Wonder, Ecocriticism, and Romanticism's Forgotten Way Bay: John Clare's Poetry of Wonder," Erica McAlpine notes the strange slippage between wondering and wandering at work in the notion that a maid might "wonder" through the dark, rather than "wandering" without a compass. Rather than chalking this up to Clare's unconventional spelling as a self-educated, working-class poet, McAlpine suggests that the confl ation is a deliberate one for an artist "whose very sense of seeing is defi ned by the wonderment of that act" (98). In McAlpine's account, Clare is "a primarily visual poet who usually keeps subjectivity out of his poems," relying instead on "his wandering eye to describe and reorient nature." In order to "wonder" (fi nd an outlet to express his curiosity about nature), McAlpine asserts that Clare "must wander (and vice versa) ." As the title of her essay suggests, McAlpine claims that Clare's wonder is something that establishes a certain distance between his subjective identity and natural phenomena he describes with objective fi delity, representing a "compromise between knowing" nature and a state of "total separation" (97) from it. Hence, she reads the remarkable concluding line of Clare's November poem as a "melancholy" recognition of the way that language-specifi cally the oikos of the poem in a Heideggerian sense-becomes a substitute for the pathless disorientation of earthly places:
It would hardly do justice to the searching melancholy of this poem if "the world" … simply refers to nature itself. Rather, "the world" must be one in which nature has been wondered at, wandered through, reoriented, replaced. Clare locates his own experience … within lyric bounds: the poem, rather than nature, is the place we occupy-it becomes the world. (98) In suggesting that Clare's linguistic turn is the natural outcome of his wondering/wandering, McAlpine rehearses a narrative normally associated with the romantic sublime: the tormented artist escapes from the terrible uncertainty of material/historical existence by establishing an idealized "dwelling place" in the domain of poesy. This story has been told many times in romantic studies, whether the escape is lauded (as in Geoffrey Hartman's work on transcendent imagination) or critiqued (as in Jerome McGann's characterization of sublimity as a fl ight from history). Indeed, for McAlpine, Clare's disorienting wonder and tendency to create compensatory textual "heterocosms" signifi cantly qualifi es his critical reception as an "ecopoet" keenly attuned to the material specifi cities of place.
But is McAlpine's account of wonder's destination, the "place" where poets like Clare arrive when they wander in the openness of uncertainty, really as necessary (or natural) as it seems? Might it not be argued that Clare's wonder-like the wonder expressed by other romantic writers-is precisely one of the most ecologically signifi cant dimensions of his work? Arguably, it is Clare's uncertainty, his poetry's capacity to suspend received notions of what it means to dwell in specifi c places at specifi c times, which opens up the question of what we mean when we speak about "place" as an ecologically relevant experience. Timothy Morton's "Clare's Dark Ecology" asserts that the poet's "doubt" functions in precisely this way. Morton explores how Clare's verse often dramatizes encounters with natural phenomena that fail to conform to his expectations (sometimes in disturbing ways), causing the poet to doubt his own subjectivity as well as the stability/reality of the place he inhabits, something that often leaves the poet depressed. But Morton argues that this doubting/depression does not compel Clare to escape from earthly things into idealized aesthetic realms. Rather, uncertainty connects the poet to such things because it refl ects an ability to engage with non-human otherness in all of its strangeness, a refusal to reduce such phenomena to the comforting familiarity of place with all of its potentially sentimental trappings. Morton's target in this "dark" reading of Clare is clearly ecocriticism which has celebrated the poet as a supreme example of place-based consciousness, a rural bard whose work illustrates the virtues of ecological embeddedness in contrast to modernity's cosmopolitan homelessness. Such criticism, most clearly represented by Jonathan Bate's reading of Clare in The Song of the Earth and other scholarship, implies that "place" is a feeling of being at home in a (necessarily) natural environment, an experience which is rendered with empirical fi delity in texts that celebrate the details of rural life while implicitly critiquing the evils of urban modernity. In such accounts, place is a sense of familiarity with nature so deep that it never needs to be questioned, and is (therefore) the primary mark of ecological intimacy. Morton's reading of Clare turns this sense of place on its head, asserting that it is the poet's doubt-not his security regarding nature-that "gives us the feeling of environment as open mind": This is incredibly good news for ecocriticism. Even here, at the limits of subjectivity, we fi nd closeness to the earth. It is quite the opposite of what we might expect: that environment as theory, as wonder, as doubt, does not achieve escape velocity from the earth, but, in fact, is a sinking down into it further than any wishful thinking, any naïve concept of interconnectedness could push us. (192) (193) For Morton, Clare's uncertainty about the more-than-human world and his place in it is "good news" because it inaugurates a questioning attitude toward the environment that may avoid the pitfalls of romantic ecocriticism, such as a rural/urban dualism which implies that an overwhelming majority of the world's urban population today would be incapable of experiencing "place" authentically.
What is at stake in competing interpretations of Clare is the larger question of ecocriticism's subject matter and methodology. First-wave ecocritics tend to assume that the fi eld's proper object of study is a "nature" whose empirical reality precedes (and should shape) cultural constructions, a view refl ected in Karl Kroeber's assertion that ecocriticism "seeks to enhance widespread appreciation of how literary art may connect cultural experiences to natural facts" ( Ecological Literary Criticism 1). The ecocritic's role is to excavate historical examples of "literary art" which faithfully mirror so-called natural facts. The more empirically detailed and geographically specifi c such texts are, the more they are said to refl ect an "ecological" or "proto-ecological" (Kroeber's term) consciousness-hence, the importance of recovering a poet like Clare. Moreover, fi rst-wave ecocriticism declares that its empiricism is a necessary antidote to socially irresponsible literary criticism that focuses upon "theory"; or, as Kroeber puts it, ecocriticism "takes a form distinct from the 'philosophic' essay currently popular with critics, tending toward narrative structures more responsive to the singularity of historical phenomena" (2). As more recent ecological scholarship demonstrates, however, there are potential problems with defi ning ecocriticism's focus and methodology this way. For example, the assumption that "nature's" reality is located "out there" in a material world that precedes linguistic mediation often produces a blindness to nature's ideological meanings in fi rst-wave ecocriticism, ways in which properly political ideas have (historically) been naturalized in order to support problematic (even reactionary) ways of thinking. Kroeber's criticism of Napoleon as a leader "discordant with the elemental rhythms by which humans adapt to nature's benefi cence" (11) and admiration of Malthus as a thinker who "argued against social utopianists … so far as they tried to contravene fundamental laws of nature" (13) are revealing in this regard. Should human societies model themselves upon "natural facts," and are social practices that do not obey nature's "fundamental laws" aberrant and/or unnatural? Such views have an unsettling affi nity with forms of biological determinism that have (historically) been associated with forms of political oppression, including Social Darwinism and Nazism. While I do not claim that fi rst-wave ecocriticism overtly aligns itself with far-right politics, critics such as Kroeber often overlook potential pitfalls within the political naturalism they evoke. Arguably, what critics such as Kroeber and Bate want is for "nature" to function as a rock of certainty in modernity's tumultuous seas, a reliable "ground" for a politics relieved of the burden of doubt. The same could be said of the quest to valorize place-based, empirically detailed consciousness as an antidote to modernity's dis-placements. A related problem with this way of defi ning ecocriticism is that its anti-theoretical stance and investment in representationalism avoid the issue of linguistic instability (the gap between sign and meaning, word and world) and the question of how aesthetic communication about the more-than-human world differs signifi cantly from scientifi c or "objective" description. This is why my book focuses upon wonder's aesthetic and philosophical signifi cance as a set of ideas with important ecological ramifi cations. Readers seeking scholarship modeled upon the critical investments of fi rst-wave ecocriticism, which I have sketched here, will not fi nd it in this book. Although I do not deny the importance of work that examines specifi c historical-material practices relevant to "green" issues, my work does not begin and end there. While I discuss instances of such practices (including how applied science in the nineteenth century is shaped by the technological sublime and large-scale contemporary pollution in the world's oceans), my book seeks to open up the fi eld of ecocritical inquiry by exploring ways in which wonder constitutes an anti-foundational, yet nevertheless ecologically vital, aesthetic.
By the same token, my study of wonder is not limited to its deconstructive dimensions. On an emotional level, wonder also has a constructive side that is overlooked by critics such as McAlpine and Morton. It is striking that both McAlpine and Morton associate wonder primarily with dark emotional states such as fear, defensiveness, and depression, when a survey of wonder in occidental thought reveals that it is more commonly associated with positive forms of affect, including awe, excitement, and pleasurable de-centering. McAlpine and Morton's emphasis on negative affect is no doubt shaped by the biographical specifi cities of Clare's chronic depression and psychiatric confi nement. Yet archetypically, the subject who experiences wonder is "surprised by joy" in a Wordsworthian sense, happy to be drawn out of themselves by phenomena which do not conform to their habitual experiences of the world. Such affective engagement is not merely a form of intellectual curiosity easily exhausted by a greater knowledge of things. Rather, this "fi rst passion of the soul" (in Descartes's famous formulation) can signal an inexhaustible, celebratory welcoming of the "otherness" of things in their very otherness . There is no reason why the strangeness of earthly things has to be coded with dread. Indeed, as I will argue, defensive responses to otherness such as fear and melancholy have more in common with an aesthetic of sublimity than they do with wonder. In "A Philosophy of Wonder," Howard L. Parsons sums up wonder's deconstructive and reconstructive dimensions quite effectively. On the one hand, Parsons notes how the word "wonder" is derived from the Old English word wundor and may have etymological affi nities with the German word Wunde or "wound" (85). Parsons goes on to assert that although wonder may be associated with the shock of the new (experienced as a "wound-like" puncturing of what we took to be certain and therefore as something potentially traumatic), as wound it is also an opening up of new possibilities, prompting creativity in "a number of meaning-molding activities (art, science, etc.)." As we shall see, wonder's creative potential is of paramount importance to Romantic artists and is associated with renewal both in the ways we perceive "nature" and with political dynamism.
From this reconstructive vantage point, we can read Clare's wonder at the qualitative uniqueness of fl ora and fauna in areas such as Helpston and Northborough as a celebratory welcoming of more-than-human otherness, not merely as a refl ection of his own defensiveness or depression. Moreover, this welcoming takes on a political valence when we consider how the poet links a capacity to respond to the surprising "call" of natural things with a state of freedom (or wildness) 1 that is threatened by sociohistorical practices such as enclosure. Consider, for example, the poet's celebration of bird fl ight as rapturous transport in his Northborough Sonnets :
The Here, as in poems about birds' nests admired by Bate for their capacity to evoke "child-like wonder" ( Song 158), there is a sense of Clare's pleasurable excitement in being "startled" by the "sudden" appearance of his avian neighbors. But in this text, the poet's wonder is allied to the birds' freedom-their surprising line of fl ight (to borrow Deleuze and Guattari's formulation)-rather than their capacity to roost or to create what Bate characterizes as the nest's fragile shelter in the face of existential "vulnerability." The "wild" duck's sudden departure is mirrored by that of a heron, whose graceful gait, though "slow," equally fl ees the prospect of being "caught" (trapped, contained)-even as its impressive form captures the speaker's attention. Likewise, crows and starnels are depicted as fl ying "bye," punning both their spatial distance from the speaker and the way in which their fl ight represents a "statement" of departure. Collectively, the birds' wild fl ight creates both wonder and a feeling of sensory dissonance in the speaker (both sonic and visual) as he struggles to gather his perceptions into meaningful form. The jackdaws' "noising" and larks' "thunder" are sonic analogues to the visually obscuring effect of starnels that "darken" the "evening sky." Despite the birds' capacity to disorientate the speaker in these ways, there is little evidence he fi nds such displacement disturbing. On the contrary, the cumulative effect of the poem's precise, yet unpredictable, tracing of the varieties of bird fl ight is exhilarating and liberating. Here is a landscape so crowded with biodiversity that it continually surprises the speaker in novel ways. Clare's depiction of enclosure's effects upon rural landscapes in The Village Minstrel refl ects how this practice dramatically reduces such diversity and imperils the freedom of movement he associates with won-drous ecology. In a representative stanza, Clare depicts the rustic poet Lubin (an alter-ego of himself) responding with horror to efforts to "improve" the land by hemming it in, portioning it out to large landowners for commercial profi t, and displacing its working-class and avian residents alike:
There once were days, the woodsman knows it well, When shades e'en echoed with the singing thrush; There once were hours, the ploughman's tale can tell, Where morning's beauty wore its earliest blush; How woodlarks carol'd from each stumpy bush; Lubin himself has mark'd them soar and sing: The thorns are gone, the woodlark's song is hush, Spring more resembles winter now than spring, The shades are banish'd all-the birds have took to wing. (49) Enclosure here marks not only what John Barrell characterizes as the imposition of a linear grid onto the parish's "circular" topography, 2 but also a fundamental restriction and emptying of what was once "open" in biologically diverse common lands. Ironically, it is the clearing of "shaded" habitats within the landscape (dark "woods" and "thorny" brambles) that reduces this openness in the name of "improvement." As in Clare's "November" sonnet, this text associates "shaded" obscurity with the freedom to wander and wonder. The former (wandering) is an activity enjoyed not only by the speaker, but also by non-human inhabitants of "shaded" places. In stark contrast to the wild cacophony which accompanies the wondrous appearance of birds in Clare's "wild duck" poem, enclosure produces an eerie, winter-like silence in what should be a fecund spring landscape full of birdsong. The fl ight of birds here is symbolic of their "banishment" from the land, not (as in the "wild duck" poem) their freedom-a forced displacement produced by the erasure of their habitat. The clearing of forests and privatization of common lands similarly jeopardize the woodsman's vocation and the ploughman's freedom to cultivate fi elds without fear of prosecution. Within the new regime of enclosure, wandering/wondering can be construed as a form of trespassing. Clare's critical reception in the Eclectic Review refl ects this sense of wonder as trespass/transgres-sion. As Alan Vardy notes, the reviewer for the Eclectic associates Clare's "genius" with a capacity to restore a sense of what is extraordinary in phenomena which might otherwise be deemed ordinary or mundane (a sense of wonder famously celebrated by Samuel Taylor Coleridge in the Biographia Literaria ). Yet, the reviewer also characterizes this capacity as a "dangerous gift" (quoted in Vardy 49), as it entails a willingness to expose readers to disorienting new social phenomena (such as enclosure) in ways that explode comforting myths about the "timelessness" of rural life that were entertained by Britain's social elite.
Scholars suspicious of ecocriticism might be tempted to conclude that Clare's wonder represents a "minority report" that does not refl ect romantic art's most important aesthetic and political investments. After all, compared with the amount of scholarly attention given to the "big six" poets (Blake, Wordsworth, Coleridge, Percy Shelley, Byron, and Keats), Clare has, until relatively recently, been seen as a "marginal" fi gure, one who refused to allow his nature poetry to be shaped by major aesthetic movements, such as the picturesque or the sublime. As this book illustrates, however, wonder is in fact a central component of romantic art, one addressed by "big six" poets as well as other artists of the period, including female poets such as Anna Barbauld. As an initial example of this, we might examine wonder's status in William Blake's work, an artist who, if we accept his construction within most romantic scholarship, could not be more different than Clare. Blake the Londoner, whom critics such as Northrup Frye have cast as an archetypical champion of the imagination and an enemy of nature as a material domain which fetters the spirit, wrote some of the most moving lines of the period celebrating the wonder of a lark's song in his epic poem Milton :
The Lark sitting upon his earthly bed: just as the morn Appears; listens silent; then springing from the waving Corn-fi eld! loud As with Clare's "wild duck" poem, Blake's text dramatically enacts the experience of wonder, from the lark's unexpected "springing" into the air at dawn, to the speaker's marveling that such a small life-form could channel a monumental song that "vibrate[s]" with Divine "effl uence." But here, "all Nature" (not merely the speaker) pauses for a moment to "listen" to the lark. Even the "awful sun" halts in its daily course through the heavens to "look" at the bird with "eyes of soft humility, & wonder love & awe." Though Blake might easily be charged with pathetic fallacy insofar as he projects his own humility, love, and awe onto the "awful sun"-thus denying natural elements a vital otherness which exceeds human perception-such a reading would overlook the emotional and psychological truth of his depiction of wonder. As many theorists attest, one of wonder's hallmarks in human beings is exactly the kind of temporal suspension and overwhelming affective absorption in the object of awe captured in Blake's lines. Moreover, the fact that the speaker's wonder for the lark is accompanied by a sense of deep "humility" that matches his inspiration has ecological implications as profound as anything we encounter in Clare's verse. Yet Blake's verse, unlike Clare's, moves easily between a focus on the lark's material specifi city and its symbolic meaning within a larger, metaphysical economy. This has led humanist critics such as Frye to emphasize ways in which Blake's imagination "redeems" a physical world that is otherwise "Satanic" (336), "chaotic" (224), or (alternatively) merely inert/petrifi ed (a "mundane shell" 345). However, as Kevin Hutchings convincingly argues in Imagining Nature: Blake's Environmental Poetics , the primary target of Blake's critique was less the physical world than historically specifi c concepts of "nature" that were reifi ed in modern science, empirical philosophy, and reactionary political ideology. In Hutchings's interpretation, fi gures such as the lark and wild thyme in Milton suggest that "spirit" is immanent in nature, rather than something that can only result from spirit's liberation from matter: "Blake's symbolic choice of the lark and wild thyme as his visionary counterparts in Milton involves not a transcendental negation of earthly nature but an affi rmation of the 'holiness' that is a fundamental property of all Blakean life" (150). Given Blake's opposition to reductive empiricism and his suspicion of representationalist art, his work represents an interpretive challenge for fi rst-wave ecocriticism invested in such things. Yet, if we follow Blake's lead and free ourselves of the prejudice that a text must employ mimetic representation in order to be ecologically relevant, we can perceive how his deployment of wonder affords new perspectives on natural phenomena which might otherwise be perceived as "mundane" from a purely empirical standpoint. As The Marriage of Heaven and Hell suggests, the "doors of perception" must be "cleansed" (Plate 14), our narrow assumptions suspended, before a deeper questioning of the truth of nature's being is possible. As a "mighty Devil" provocatively asks the speaker when he returns from hell and the "enjoyments of Genius" to the "abyss of the fi ve senses":
How do you know but ev'ry Bird that cuts the airy way, Is an immense world of delight, clos'd by your senses fi ve? (Plate 6) From the perspective of "Angels" invested in rational empiricism and in supporting the status quo, Blake's "Genius" appears to be "torment and insanity" (Plate 5). In Blake's dialectic, wonder is often allied with "satanic" "Energy" that questions passive ideas of the "good" and "Reason's" social hegemony in enlightenment culture. Nature liberated from its ideological function as a tool of political oppression is the creative artist's ally (not an enemy) in this quest to liberate thought.
Orc's status as a complex symbol encompassing wonder, ecological renewal, and revolutionary politics in America: A Prophesy and other poems illustrates this allegiance dramatically. Although Orc is repeatedly referred to as a "wonder" in texts such as America , A Song of Liberty, The French Revolution, and The Four Zoas, 4 no scholarship to date has attempted to 4 Orc's genesis and revolutionary effects are repeatedly described as "wondrous" in Blake's poetry. For example, in "A Song of Liberty," Orc is described as a comet-like "new born wonder" (26:1) that appears over the "western sea" (Atlantic Ocean) as a sign of impending revolution and apocalypse. Orc's prophetic status captures one traditional meaning of "wonder" discussed by John Sallis in "…A Wonder That One Could Never Aspire to Surpass," namely "…the rapture into which one is drawn in beholding mysterious or magical events that appear to bespeak the unknown or to portend what is to come" (245). This particular sense of wonder is also invoked in Blake's poem "The French Revolution" when Louis XVI describes his anxiety regarding signs of social upheaval as a gathering of "Ancient wonders … over the kingdom" (113). Given Blake's conviction that artists were uniquely endowed with prophetic vision, this might also explain why Los (as an archetype of the artist) anticipates Orc's revolutionary power to overthrow not only monarchical regimes but also his own paternal authority. In The Four Zoas (Night Five), when Los takes the newborn Orc from his mother Enitharmon, this is described in the following terms: he "seized the wonder in his hands & went/ Shuddering & weeping thro the Gloom & down into the deeps" (V: 23-24), an act he later comes to regret. account for the implications of this. This is because Orc has commonly been interpreted as a symbol of sublimity, 5 or the terrors associated with revolutionary violence, rather than as a fi gure who heralds the dawn of a new era, one promising cultural and ecological rebirth. Although such readings acknowledge Orc's destructive potential, they cannot illuminate his counter-association with a utopian desire for political change and freedom, an association that is established early on in America 's "prophetic" section: In lines such as this, Orc appears as a "wondrous" catalyst of social renewal, a youthful and rebellious challenge to Urizenic social authority. Indeed, Urizen is more clearly a symbol of sublimity in the poem, given that he is associated with death, old age, coldness, tragedy, and fear of social change. It is Urizen's "piteous" tears which fall into "the deep sublime" as a response to the American Revolution, and his "leprous … limbs" which descend as snow upon the Atlantic, "hiding" Orc's revolutionary fi re with "clouds & cold mists" until it later revives in the French .
In order to appreciate the political signifi cance of Orc's association with wonder, we might recall early twentieth-century critic Theodore Watts-Dunton's argument that wonder was the defi ning characteristic of romantic literature, a "great revived stirring in the slumbering movement of the soul of man, after a long period of prosaic acceptance in all things, including literature and art" (237). Watts-Dunton claimed that Blake was a "true child of the Renascence of Wonder," so it is fi tting that Orc, whose "wondrous" birth is associated with revolutionary renewal, expresses the most moving visions of freedom in America :
Let the slave grinding at the mill, run out into the fi eld: Let him look up into the heavens & laugh in the bright air; Let the inchained soul shut up in darkness and in sighing, Whose face has never seen a smile in thirty weary years; Rise and look out, his chains are loose, his dungeon doors are open. (6: 6-10)
Orc's revolutionary dream of liberation applies not only to "slaves" laboring in modernity's infernal "mills" but also to women and even to ecological systems. His "fi ery joy" (8:3) releases "female spirits of the dead pining in bonds of religion," symbolically promoting women's sexual liberation by throwing open the "doors of marriage" and encouraging experimental "play" via free expression of "fi erce desire" (15:19-24). Likewise, Orc challenges Urizen's attempt to police desire in the Ten Commandments, rebelliously "stamp[ing]" this "stony law to dust" and scattering Urizenic religion to the winds like a "torn book" (8: 3-6). Unexpectedly, this refusal to accept biblical authority has a benefi cial environmental impact. Religious orthodoxy's scattered "leaves" become fertilizer for new plant growth, Blake's pun suggesting a strangely ecological transformation of holy text when Orc declares …[n]one shall gather the leaves; But they shall rot on desart sands, & consume in bottomless deeps; To make the desarts blossom, & the deeps shrink to their fountains, And to renew the fi ery joy, and burst the stony roof… For every thing that lives is holy, life delights in life; Because the soul of sweet delight can never be defi l 'd. (8: 6-14) Instead of being reducible to a symbol of mere destruction, Orc in many ways "represents the return of the dawn and the spring and all the human analogies of their return: the continuous arrival of new life, the renewed sexual and reproductive power which that brings, and the periodic overthrow of social tyranny" (Frye 207). Suggestively, Orc's powers of social renewal are linked from the outset with New World wilderness, or untamed nature. Orc's sexual union with "the
